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SECTION I
WHO ARE WE?
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INFOBEYOND TECHNOLOGY LLC
InfoBeyond Technology is an innovative company specializing in Network,
Machine Learning and Data Security within the Information Technology industry.
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InfoBeyond Proprietary Information

OUR RESEARCH AND PRODUCTS
R&D Highlights:

 Network Delay and Reliability:
 Ultra-Low Latency and Ultra-high Reliability for Industry Control
System (ICS) Communications
 Secure Personal Wireless Networks
 Cybersecurity:
 Data Security – Fragment-based data cloud
 Access Control –Security policy verification
 Big Data: Data Streaming with Machine Learning

Product Highlights:
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARD AND TECHNOLOGY
 NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS GROUP
 Richard Candell
 The Networked Control Systems Group develops,
advances, and deploys measurement science for
sensor networks and control systems used in
manufacturing, construction, and other cyberphysical systems applications.
 Carries out mission-related measurement science
research and services to advance:
 Predict and optimize real-time performance
of networks and systems;
 Automation and control system security and
safety; and
 Site-wide equipment and process in.

Thanks NIST for supporting our L2Wireless project R&D.
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NIST Industrial Wireless Testbed, Data, and
Guidelines
Industrial Wireless Testbed
• Hardware-in-the-loop simulation with real-time spectrum
analytics, radio channel emulation, and interference
injection.
• Recreate factory radio wave propagation effects in the
laboratory.
• Enables the measurement of impacts of wireless systems on
factory automation systems.

Industrial Guidelines
• NIST AMS 300-4 Guide to Industrial Wireless Systems

Deployments (release date scheduled for May 2018)

• Comprehensive overview of industrial wireless systems with
guidance on identification, selection, and deployment of
industrial wireless systems for process control and factory
automation.

• Collaboration between government, industry, and academic

Data Impacts
• ABB: Developed a high-performance wireless system for
factory automation/control and specifically collaborative
robotic applications.
• Prof. Katia Jaffres-Runser, University of Toulouse, France:
Developed coursework centered around the factory
measurements and report NIST-TN-1951

Slide 7
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Wireless Opportunities in Manufacturing
Precision Actuation
and Sensing

Mobile
Reconfigurable
Platforms

Collaborative Robot
Communications
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Challenges of Wireless in Manufacturing
Automation
• Coexistence: How should existing wireless technologies be used in discrete
manufacturing spaces?
• How can wireless be extended to the factory edge (i.e. instrumentation on the
factory floor)? Currently, wireless is used as a backhaul from PLC to automation
center in manufacturing.
• What theoretical models can be devised for wireless network realization in the
manufacturing IIoT space? Includes time and coordinate uncertainty.
• How do we address the reliability-latency-scale (RLS) trade-space?
• How can wireless accommodate all network scales in the factory? This would
include inside machines to the work-cell to the entire factory?
• How should spectrum awareness be applied in the factory? i.e. Spectral
monitoring, machine learning, and interoperability with automation systems.

• What test methods are necessary to wireless networks for manufacturing
applications?

05/14/2018
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Recent Collaborators
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SECTION II
WHAT ARE WE DOING?
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
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ROBOTS AND MOTION CONTROL
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GASOLINE AND REFINERIES
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WIRED OR WIRELESS ICS NETWORK
Wired ICS Networks:

 High Cost of Cabling/Installation/Maintenance:
 Cable and material cost
 Installation of cables could be very difficulty due to a harsh
environment, e.g., oil refinery
 Labor Costs and Time
 Maintenance and Upgrade Difficulty:
 Troubleshooting
 Disrupting the operations
 Mobility Support: Operators are hard to move, low productivity
caused by movement

Wireless ICS Networks:

 Wireless Sensors are installed in the equipment:
 Without the constraints caused by cables
 Flexible and scalable
 Save the cost and less delay for installation and updating
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CAN WIRELESS SATISFY THE DELAY REQUIREMENT?
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ICS DELAY, RELIABILITY
LOW POWER, AND
SCALABILITY
REQUIREMENTS

Ultra Low
Latency: 1 ms

Wireless Control System

Industrial General Requirements: Latency, Error Rate, and Scalability*

Ultra High
Reliability: 10-9
*R.Candell, M. Kashe, “Industrial Wireless: Problem Space,
Success Considerations, Technologies, and Future Direction”
Proceedings of International Symposium on Resilient
Communications Systems, 2017
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AN TYPICAL ICS
WIRELESS NETWORK
If the delay is larger than 20 −
60% of the time constant of the
closed loop system, here called
the critical delay, the controller
cannot respond to changes in
the system quickly enough, and
the control system fails,
resulting in automation and
control errors.
10 9
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR WIRELESS ICS NETWORKS
Operate in the unregulated ISM
(Industrial, Scientific, and Medical)
band between 902 𝑀𝐻𝑧 and 928 𝑀𝐻𝑧
 Stringent Latency and Reliability Specification:
For advanced manufacturing applications, the wireless networks need to meet stringent
latency and reliability specification (e.g., close-loop sense-to-actuation time <1ms and
transaction error rate < 10-9 under strong multipath propagation and noise.

 Supporting Sufficient Nodes within Each Work Cell:
The wireless system should support communications within a factory work cell with at least
10 sensing/actuation devices. The wireless system should be scalable with the amount of
wireless nodes (i.e., sensors/actuators).
 Using Existing Physical Layer Technologies:

The wireless network of manufacturing control system should reuse as many blocks as possible from one
or many current wireless PHYs in order to minimize the development and verification costs.
19
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RELIABILITY AND
LATENCY OF
VARIOUS
NETWORKS
Current wireless
network design gives
massive attentions to
network capability
(e.g., throughput per
link in a network)
while the network
latency and reliability
10 9
are not optimally
considered. This is
generally referred as
throughput-centric
design that sacrifices
A throughput –greedy network protocol optimizes the MAC and
the latency and
PHY design to achieve the network throughput, e.g., maximization
reliability in order to
20
of the RF utilization. This degrades the performance of the latency
pursue a high
and reliability.
throughput.
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STATE OF ART – WIRELESS FOR MANUFACTURING

Applicability of current wireless solutions for Manufacturing application*
05/14/2018
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WHY NOT GOOD?
 WirelessHART: The WirelessHART
protocol was developed based on
IEEE802.15.4 standard for lowperformance control systems.
 Limitations: It can offer reliable
communications for industrial
applications but sacrifices the latency
and network throughput. It can only
provide latency on the order of 100ms
and transmission rate of 250kbps.

WirelessHART
 Technical Drawbacks:
 Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA): Multiple nodes compete with each other to
access the wireless channel randomly, which cause large latency.
 Low Transmission Rate: Use narrowband transmission technique, i.e., Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS).
 No Channel Coding: Without channel coding for error correction, it depends on
unbounded retransmission to ensure the reliability, which results in large latency. 22
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WHY NOT GOOD?


IEEE 802.11: To achieve lower latency, there
has been interest in determining the
performance of control systems using
existing
high
data-rate
wireless
standards, such as IEEE 802.11, for
manufacturing applications.

 Technical Drawbacks:
 Poor Scalability: Use CSMA. Increasing
the number of nodes in the network
results in higher random latency .
 High Error Coding Rate and ARQ: Higher
error coding rate means low error
correction capability, large number of
retransmission latency.
 Large Packet: Maximum size 2346
bytes, which does not suit well the data
communication of the industrial control
system (i.e., periodically small amount
of data exchange between the
controller and sensor/actuation).
 OFDM Guard Interval: Maximum 800ns,
which can not overcome the high
multipath propagation RF environments
of the manufacturing.
05/14/2018

LTE/IEEE 802.11 Latency Analysis: 10 nodes connection
results in 0.1s delay. Furthermore ,as the number of
nodes increases the network latency largely increase.
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INDUSTRY RF ENVIRONMENT

The high reflective environment s of factories causes
strong multipath propagation

11/29/2018

Industrial RF Environment: NIST Engineering Lab
has conducted several RF measurements
campaigns to assess the characteristics of RF
propagation under the factory environments. It
shows that the radio environments of
manufacturing applications have strong multipath
propagation (channel delay spread up to 1,000ns)
and strong noise/interference (power up to 50dBm).

The industrial environment suffers from broadband
24
electromagnetic interference from various instruments
and
devices in the plant.

WHAT IS L2WIRELESS?
L2Wireless is an enhancement of IEEE 802.11 ac with novel
wireless protocols to offer ICS communications that achieves
ultra low-latency and ultra high-reliability.

Ultra Low Latency: Closed-loop latency < 1 ms
Ultra High Reliability: Packet error rate <10-9
Cost-effective: A Chip-scale solution
L2Wireless is NIST Sponsored R&D Project.
05/14/2018
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WHAT IS L2WIRELESS
 Low-latency High
Reliability MAC
Layer
 Cost Efficient
L2Wireless PHY
Layer (CE-PHY)
 Redesign the
OFDM, Error
coding,
Modulation and
synchronization to
adapt to the
performance (i.e.,
latency, reliability)
requirement in the
hash radio
environment of
manufacturing
application.

05/14/2018
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L2WIRELESS TECHNICAL FEATURES
 Low Latency and High Reliability : The L2Wireless protocol is able to achieve the desired
latency (sense-to-actuation latency <1ms) and reliability (transaction error < 10-9 ) for
advanced manufacturing applications. Thus it can provide real-time wireless
communications for command and control of machines/mobile robotic work agents with
rapidity, reliability and timeliness.
 High Diversity Gain: The L2Wireless protocol brings together ideas from cooperative
communication to exploit multi-user diversity, so that each receiver can harvest a large
diversity gain to achieve high-reliability.

 High Scalability: The cooperative scheme of the L2Wireless protocol uses simultaneous
transmissions by many relays to overcome the bad fading channels, which makes the
protocol scalable with the network size. As the number of wireless nodes in the network
increases, it can still achieve high reliability without greatly decreasing the throughput or
increasing the latency. Only a small amount of additional SNR is required to achieve the
desired latency and reliability as the number of wireless nodes increases from 10 to 30.

27
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER SOLUTIONS
IEEE802.11ac

WirelessHART

L2Wireless

Network Structure

Star

Mesh

Star

Medium Access

CSMA/CA

CSMA/CA

Scheduled

Signaling

OFDM

DSSS

OFDM

Frequency
Bandwidth

5GHz
20-160 MHz
Convolution
/LDPC
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6
BPSK-64QAM
No
No
No
Time,
beamforming
150-200ms
ARQ

2.4GHz
1.25-20 MHz

2.4GHz/5GHz
20-160 MHz

No coding

Convolution

1
OQPSK
No
No
Yes

1/2
BPSK,QPSK
Yes
Yes
Maximum 2 hops

Time, Muti-user

Time, Multi-user

150-200ms
HARQ

<1ms
Cooperative relaying

Error Coding Type
Code rate
Modulation
Network coding
Cooperative relay
Multi-hop
Diversity Sources
Latency
Relaibility Source

IEEE 802.11 ac/ WirelessHART Drawbacks:
 Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)：CSMA causes large amount of random delay for accessing the
wireless channel.
 High error coding rate and unlimited retransmission (ARQ/HARWQ) to assure high reliability, however,
result in unbounded delays.
L2Wireless Technical Benefits:
 Redesign the MAC layer to avoid the latency caused by CSMA and ARQ.
 Two-hop transmission & cooperative RF signal relaying,
28
 Low error coding rate and low order modulation to simultaneously achieve low-latency and highreliability.
05/14/2018

COST-EFFICIENT L2WIRELESS PHY LAYER

IEEE 802.11ac PHY block should be
redesigned to maximize the reliability
29
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FCC CONSTRAINTS AND RELIABILITY
Minimum SNR required
to achieve transmission
error rate <1e-9) and
latency <1ms as the
number of slave nodes
increasing from 5 to 30
with payload b=20
(black), 30 (red), 40
(blue) bytes.
 Path Gain: The path gain under a 100 meter transmitter-to-receiver distance
in the ISM band of a typical industrial environment is around -90dB.
 Noise/Interference: The power of noise- plus-interference is from -50dBm
to -100dBm.
 Maximum Transmission Power: For point to multipoint transmissions, the
maximum equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) allowed by FCC 30
2.4GHz band rules is 36dBm.
05/14/2018

SECTION III
WHERE ARE WE GOING?
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APPLICATIONS
National Instruments
is intended to develop
the next-generation
control systems
optimized for the
Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT)
interconnecting tactile
devices, equipment,
and infrastructure.

 Discrete Manufacturing plant: Tightly aligned with ICSs for manufacturing
applications that require real-time data communication with high reliability
in such a way to improve the manufacturing productivity
 Automation and motion control: In the industrial manufactures and
automation systems, communications are required to provide a means for
controls, monitoring, and cooperation over a number of devices.
 Tactile Internet: Tactile Internet ranges from industry automation and
transport systems to healthcare, education and gaming, robotics and
telepresence, virtual reality, augmented reality, road traffic, remote sensing,
32
monitoring, and control.
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WHO USES L2WIRELESS?

MHS: Material Handling Systems, Inc. Louisville, KY
05/14/2018
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WHO USES L2WIRELESS?

GM Auto Mobile Plant-Louisville
05/14/2018
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WAIC ALLIANCE: WIRELESS AVIONICS INTRACOMMUNICATIONS
Wiring in modern
aircraft is a highly
complex, critical
system:
•
•
•
•
•

Total wire count: ~100
000
Total wire length: 470
km
Total weight of wires:
5,700 kg
About 30% of additional
weight for harness-tostructure fixation
About 30% of electrical
wires are potential
candidates for a
wireless substitute!
35
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L2WIRELESS CONNECTS SENSORS A IN-VEHICLE
NETWORK

The wiring cables used for the transmission of data and power delivery within the
current vehicle architecture may have up to 4 000 parts, weigh as much as
40 kg and contain up to 4 km of wiring. Eliminating these wires would additionally
have the potential to improve fuel efficiency, greenhouse gas emission, and spur
innovation by providing an open architecture to accommodate new systems and
applications.
05/14/2018
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STANDARDIZATION OF ULTRA-LOW
LATENCY AND HIGH RELIABLE
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
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THANK YOU!
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